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ABSTRACT
The model
state development as a process linked
to irrigated
and an agrarian economy has
been found to
even for the
inland
states for which was devised. It is even less
for the coastal states of
Indonesia and the
The inland state
compared to
state of Kedah to
different soSoutheast Asian
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INTRODUCTION

researchers explained
historical era state de500-1500) in Southeast Asia as a process
agriculture and an
economy.
suggests that this model is too general,
lt1rge inland states
was devised
Angkor, Java and
Angkor, a classic
case, is discussed here in terms of land use, settlement
distribution and
developments in order to
contrast an inland state with the distinctly different states
that emerged in coastal areas of Malaysia, Indonesia and
the Philippines. Although the coastal states displayed
attributes, their
too has been
irrigated rice agricuHure and an agrarian economy.
forrnation in Southeast Asia actually followed
various trajectories, reflecting diverse combinations of
sociopolitical
land use and tenure, and economic bases that included extensive and intensive dryland (unirrigated) agriculture, irrigated agriculture, and,

Figure 1: Southeast Asia, with major site areas mentioned in

exchange in

subs1:stcnce and luxury

on the northwest coast of Peninsular Malaysia
(Figure 1), is discussed here as an example of a coastal
state whose political structure developed out of the organisational structures that were needed to control internal and later external exchange, and whose subsistence
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model seemed consistent with
Southeast
states until the
polities
such as
whose monumental architecture,
draulic works
Indian-influenced art and
had captured the attention of Western historical and art
researchers
decades
Groslier l962; Stutterheim 1956;
monuments and art
at
its
period in the eleventh and twelfth centuries received especially
attention. Since Angkor is surrounded by extensive wet rice fields today and possesses
as

l-;istorics.
THE STATE, THE AGRARIAN MODEL AND
SOUTHEAST ASIA
researchers,
is an
has
encompasses many communities
government with the power to collect taxes, draft commembers for work or war, and decree and enforce
733).
hierarchy characterises not
society
which
forms of
states emerge, the state's hierarchy is structurally more
in that it possesses an elaborated political hierarchy with two or more ranks above the producer (Athens
1977; Hommon 986: 58; Peebles and Kus
each level
political ""
administrative structure to process information
control over the society, the structure produces a geometric increase in social and economic centralisation at
each level (Sanders
Service 1975; Steponaitis
1981; Wright and Johnson
Early studies of states in other areas of the world, inl\liesoamerica and Mesopotamia, sugcluding
gested that an agrarian economy based on a hydraulic
system that either irrigated or drained agricultural fields
was virtually always associated with, and was probably
responsible for, state development. Although the most
extreme
for this model (e.g., Wittfogel 1957,
have been
1974, regarding "hydraulic
over the years, many features of an agrarian economy do
produce structures that promote sociopolitical complexity. For example, the need to coordinate pondfield construction and maintenance, to regulate crop
and to control the use of
water promotes the
bureaucratic elaboration that is characteristic of the state.
0
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0
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aspect of the agrarian model as it
was applied to Southeast Asia affected interpretations of
Angkor, Java,
and other states. The
of
most areas
attributed tu
Angkor,
1962: 49·
55 and
t989:
208-209). In other areas such as Bac Bo, the Chinese
were credited for its introduction
Groslier 962: 43;
Apparently supporting this attribu:"ac! that the
th1t were in
features
in
in the ceremonial centres.,
certainly
reflects Indian sty listie and iconographic connections.
Angkor, Java and Pagan were described as
or derivative states. Evidence that these agricultural systems
not introduced wholesale
but
had instead developed
and that
development
had
along local lines, would not become apparent for two decades.
Agrarian economies introduced by foreigners were
also credited for the development of coastal states and
centres including third century Funan (Grcslier 1962: 56;
review in Hall 1985:
273 note
fifth century
in South Thailand (Stargardt 1983: 80-84), and
fifth or sixth century Kedah (Zaharah 1969). All three
areas were thought to have been wet rice based, their
technologies introduced or heavily influenced by India or
China or both.
Kcdab's and Satingpra's extensive modern irrigated
floodplain ricefields were thought to be evidence that the
two states had been supported by wet rice even before
AD 1000. Funan was believed to have been supported by
irrigated or even floating rice. Canals at Funan and Satingpra were interpreted as parts of vast networks designed to irrigate, or in Funan's case
to drain,
agricultural fields.
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JV!ODELLING LOCAL SUBSJlSIENCE AND
SOCIOPOLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
the 196Cs and 1970s a few researchers realised that
many areas did not fit the existing models for agricultural
intensification or state development in Southeast Asia.
Local, indigenous
to varied environments
historian
(1961), Bron:,on
Dunn
Hutterer
1976),
(1977a,
Lamb (1961) and Miksic (1979). The geographer R.D. Hill's (1977) Rice in Malaya suggested new
interpretations of early Chinese descriplions of agriculalso areas
Malay states
of
Evidence
along
results of studies
conducted since the
suggests that varied agricultural technologies ranging from swidden,
permanent
cereal
irrigated rice cultivation
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this evidence. Internal
later external
was much more important
an economic
base
was once
providing both foodstuffs
and luxuries, even in inland states including AngkoL The
control of
initiated both
Southeast Asians
and by foreigners created elaborate administrative hierarchies that led easily to state formation.
The structures of internal and external.
states, arc
those of the
from those of states focused on agricultural
They leave distinctive site patterns across the uulos.caoe.
as will be seen in the following discussion of what is
and in
different ways to bind their
together, deal
outside
influences,
a successful economic base, and support an increasingly elaborated, non-subsistenceproducing
elite.

DEVELOPIV1.ENT OF
were
introduced, and many functioned in combination with
internal and external
to support states as varied
as their economic bases.
At
control
trapped
t·Helfth centuric:;
is no
dence that water was diverted to irrigate crops (van Liere
1980). Funan probably relied on rainfed rice rather than
floating or irrigated rice to support its sophisticated
The canals
commercial
1977
and Satingpra
probably
and used
the
of exchange
navigation
not for irrigation (Allen 1990: 170-171; Stargardt 1973:
10). Hall (1985: 278),
van Liere's (I
model for
Cambodia, suggests a possible additional, ceremonial
role for Funan's canals. At
certain
ages
earlier as
drainages formed in swales
dah used rivers for the transport of exchange goods and
was supported primarily
hillslope cultivation of cereals that probably included millets and hill rice until c.
AD 1500 (Allen 1988:561-605, l991).
Palaeolandscapc characteristics (Bradford
Lamb 1961:
33-34; Trebuil et al. 1983) suggest
that no floodplain capable of supporting widespread wet
rice agriculture even existed in Kedah or Satingpra until
long after their peak periods of power in the ninth or
tenth through twelfth centuries. Both the
haseline for state development and the socioeconomic
processes that resulted in state level complexity <tre made
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STATE IN ANGKOR

The information that
for
is surprisingly scant for all aspects of life beyond (or below) the
centres where the elites ruled.
dated
available and other subsistenceevidence is not
distributed them:;elves and.
compounds around the state is
A large
of what is known concerns the monuments of the main centres. We also have genealogies for
of the
several hunmany
dred
and
other
the construction of baray
structures (e.g., Higham 1989:
Jacques 1986;
1986).
111

Jayavarman VH ended. Angkor was a land-oriented state.
Even its exchange tended to be in products of the land.
Income from the land was the main source of the ruler's
power In order to
system,
elite was
created. Grants were
both to
lar;ded gentry
These were encouraged
build monuand lo
ments and hydraulic systems for merit and to invest in
the land. Agricultural work forces composed of commoners were sometimes supplied.
to one or .!ayavarman's inscriptions, at
Prah Khan (Hall 1985:
the twelfth
Khmer
numbered
and
13,500 vil-
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by modern

was
there

for cultivation. The landscape
seasonally flooded, and
ranked settlements of the

scribe
neous
Lnear
and
dendritic networks of the types documented for modem
coastal and riverine states such as
described bewere apparently not common in
basic

productiono Perhaps 25% remabed
the individual farmer (Hall 1985: 314
Lhat farmer:;
and wooded

cnoriented unifonr
large
the
wooded lowlands around the l'onle
and also in the
Mun-Chi basin in northeast Thailand
Liere 1980:
Plate
271) comments that cooperative effort at the village level is suggested
the very
have
similar
More than one village
and
some
system dominated the Mekong River
flood zone, around the Tonie Sap and further downstream. This system did not focus on bringing water to
the fields: more than enough water was available naturally during seasonal floods . The
relied insiead on
earthworks
trapped river waters in the fields as they
receded after floods. Hill (1977: 18) believes that the
sixth century pre-Angkorian cultivation of rice relied
primarily on shifting cultivation and trapping rainfall. If
so, rainfall entrapment is a local adaptation of some antiquity. Modern Khmer cultivators still follow this traditional method and would not use baray-fed
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with ''theocratic hydraulics"
Liere
monuments to extol the power of the state. It
a
and producers who, using traditional
landed elite
into the state support syspotential was
for
a land-based
economy and for
subsistence technology.
Intensive
and the control of bunded and flood
waters were needed to support the population which included large numbers of temple personnel and retainers
to the ruler. These
were also complementary to
the sort of
unified state system that is
nrPCN1>tP'ri by Angkor.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE IN KEDAH
Between AD 400-500 and AD 1300, centres in Kedah
under the names of Chieh-ch'a, Kadaram, Kataha, and
Kalah functioned as important ports and en~
the Southeast .Asia!IndiaJChina/Middle East
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1988: 206-223 and
1991;
Lamb 1961: 19-37, 69-88;

various sources, ceramics and
from as far away as
the Middle East and other items. These were
that included

collected some distance inland and

forested areas on coastal hills that were
the
or in mountain or hill areas far
2: Site
could not have overor
These shrines appear
to have been commissioned
visitors to
thanks for a safe
or both. The

Before the
the entire state was forand dissected
Site distribution outside the coastal centres was "a''"r'''
the needs of
which
streams as the main arteries
were bulked and
and
later
were
these same
routes for redistribution inland. The Kedah network fits
dendritic
that have been developed for
exchange-based economies in many areas around the
world (e.g., Bird 1973; Hirth 1978; Kelley 1976) and
agrees especially well with the model developed by
Bronson (1977) for coastal states in Southeast Asia
(Allen 1988: 528-60, 1991). The dendritic models developed by Bronson and Hirth in particular have been applied successfully to early historical-era exchange net0
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societies
to be discussed, indicates that
small population was
adequately by dryland cereal
not
the extensive irrigated ricefields that supported the state
out most of the early historical era and that support much
of Peninsular Malaysia today. Kedah's population at the
time is unlikely to have exceeded the 50,000 cited
(Newbold 1971) for the state in 1835-1836; Zaharah
(1970) considers this estimate too high. Kedah's low
population figure provides a marked contrast with Angkor's reported 306,000.
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moved. And the
to move

of trade-based states tended
Jame:;.
(1849), "the
to IocomotimL
Almost every
a change in the seat
of government."
Bujang, and Kg.
Sireh, the three site areas mentioned earlier, functioned

would have
Kedah's
peoHillslopc lands in and near
centres ln south central Kedah were ex-

Historians
to foc•Js
different
times for other Southeast Asian trade states as welL As a
better-known example,
was centred p,yuu.vcu
through time. An inscription
the
in AD
that
I! ,
that
At the coastal gateways, the
(1975)

in coastal
over Kedah's
was effective
centres and for short distances upstream, The actual collectors of forest
were autonomous, occupying
the re:Jch
the
Dunn's (t
trader~,
cross the
to another watershed and participate in a competing network, It was therefore critical for the ruler of each riverine slate to promote interdependence throughout the exchange network in order to
each
to
participate,
Fostering
arnong all the
in the network has been cited as one of the great
strengths of internal exchange. Although each producer
could subsist on his or her own, each was encouraged to
maintain partnerships and relationships in order to acquire goods not available
Rather than the vertical
integration seen in Angkor, the form that was vital to !he
success of Kedah's exchange was necessarily cooperative
and horizontal. Even foreign visitors to the coastal gateways were allowed freedom, within certain limits.
In Kedah, the economic and political leader, not the
land or the centre, was seen as central to the stale:. When
in
the coastal
there was a
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In Malay
all foreign traders were welcomed
equally under open market rules and without favouritism.
separate communities while waiting
Foreigners lived
for the monsoon to
The ruler
five
uwmc.m officials to
and to conlrol all trade and
the Bendahara or Prime Minister
Chancellor
of the Treasury; Penghulu Bendahari or Minister of Finance; Laksamana or Admiral; Temenggung or Police
Chief and taxation official; and the Syahbandar or harbourmasters, each of whom was directly responsible to
and for specific ethnic groups of visitors (Birch 1880:
Andaya and Andaya 1982: 42-47; Anderson
87-·88;
and Vorster 1983: 439; Brown 1970: 45-46; Cortesao
1944: 90: 268; van Leur 1967; Meilink-Roelofsz 1962:
40-48).
In addition to the need to control foreigners and external exchange, the rulers of coastal states in Kedah and
elsewhere (e.g., Junker 1994: 244) needed to control their
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internal exchange. These
traders at the midriver centres where
irn,nn.rtc and coastal

Entrepreneurs, because of their direct and cultivated
could also appa.rently pose
contacts with forest
direct threats to the coastal ruler and gateway.
S.
Pengkalan
for networks
Mas
in two different
Pengkalan Bujang
replaced Kg.
Mas
Sireh was
probably a threat to Pengkalan Bujang's continued success and became the gateway after Pengkalan Bujang
ceased its trade. Each coastal ruler relied on cooper.ation
and coercion to maintain control over both the internal
and external exchange networks.
Coastal or even midrivcr onicr"''''W<'>Y>-'"
control over
the forest collectors vvas
nonexistent. Forest
collectors, who
to various ethnic groups
travelled over
areas near headwaters in the interior,
choose: one stream and
network or anUpsircam collection points
transinnay have taken the
the collector, the
delivered forest goods to a n:idlevel entrepreneur,
relationship almost certainly had
over a long
by Dunn (1975: i 14).
As suggested
the ability to acquire goods
available locally promoted in
Kedah's exnetwork a
with
participants in other
encc was critical to the
of internal.
then
.,n,"nPinr of the state.
Dryland
cereal
conducted by the
of
this
interdependent
netvarious members
work, granted
a degree of autonomy not
documented for Angkor and
have encouraged the
individualised contributions that made Kedah's exchange
system successful even during the colonial period and
into the twentieth century. The vertical integration seen
Angkor was either not necessary or not worth the effort in Kedah, where the state that developed was strikingly different in structure, economic base and pattern
across the landscape from the Angkorian state.
CONCLUSION
Neither Angkor nor Kedah was static. Angkor became
increasingly involved in the foreign luxury trade through
its conquest of isthmian areas. And, as noted, Kedah's
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overuse of its fragile
soils for dryland cultivation led to erosion and the crcalion of a coastal Hooda modern agrarian
plain, That floodplain
"rice bowl" that
areas throughout ~he peninsuhL
States, like
cultural systems, are as variable 11s
they
dynamic. No monolithic pattern was present
either in Angkor or in Kedah.
the intermingled processes that J.c;d to the formation and success
of Angkor, Kedah and other Southeast Asian
reclose attention to all the
that can be
identified. In conclusion,
submit that it is only
studying what might be considered mundane tural sequences
technologies, commoners' settlement
patterns, and soil and sedimentary changes - that we
will
be able to understand the ways in which
Southeast Asia's many states functioned and the reasons
for their considerable successes.
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